Addendum 1: Request for Proposals to Provide Transit Advertising Services

Below is information provided at the request of a potential proposer:

1. How many buses does CARTA operate in each of its services:
   Fixed Route 30 and 35-ft. buses: 54
   Neighborhood Route cutaway vehicles: 5
   Paratransit cutaway vehicles: 20
   Downtown Electric Shuttle vehicles: 14

2. Below is a list of CARTA’s fleet including bus type, size, and model year:

   **Fixed Route Vehicles**
   8 1998 30-ft fixed route buses
   1 2001 35-ft fixed route bus
   16 2002 35-ft fixed route buses
   4 2003 35-ft fixed route buses
   10 2006 30-ft fixed route buses
   4 2009 35-ft fixed route buses
   8 2014 35-ft fixed route buses
   3 2018 35-ft all electric fixed route buses

   **Neighborhood Route Vehicles**
   3 2016 cutaway vehicles (23-ft)
   2 2019 cutaway vehicles (23-ft)

   **Paratransit Vehicles**
   11 2013 cutaway vehicles (23-ft)
   6 2017 cutaway vehicles (23-ft)
   3 2019 cutaway vehicles (23-ft)

   **Downtown Electric Shuttle Vehicles**
   3 1995 22-ft electric shuttle vehicles
   2 1996 22-ft electric shuttle vehicles
   3 2004 22-ft electric shuttle vehicles
   6 2013 22-ft electric shuttle vehicles

---
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